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Class News 
 
Nursery - have been looking at the book ‘Tiddler the Story Telling Fish’ and have been making up our own 

  stories 
YR  - have had amazing swimming lessons this week, making lots of progress with our swimming and  

  confidence in the water. 
Y1  - thoroughly enjoyed sharing all of their wonderful learning from this year in their assembly and  

  loved performing it. 
Y2  - have really enjoyed planting beans and seeds and have already spotted shoots! 
Y3  - have enjoyed learning about the positive impact that exercise has on our physical and mental  

  health. 
Y4  -.have designed and created some amazing Roman mosaics. 
Y5  - have been busy preparing for their enterprise day on Wednesday next week! 
Y6                    - have had an absolutely fantastic week away at Brenscombe! 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Wow what another wonderful week of learning and children doing it better than they have to! Year One impressed 
everyone with their class assembly sharing all of their learning from over the year. Their confidence really was 
commendable! There has been a buzz in the air with Year Five preparing for their enterprise day and the progress 
in all of the swimming lessons has been incredible.   
 
Year Six have also had a fun filled week at Brenscombe Activity Centre. They participated in a whole host of 
activities including rafting, kayaking and climbing and abseiling at Dancing Ledge. Many memories were made 
and they should all sleep well this weekend, including the teachers!  
 
Transition Day 5th July 
All our classes will be moving up to enjoy a transition day in their new classes with their new teachers on Monday 
5th July. Your child will enter and leave school from their normal gate at their normal time, however, the teacher 
will be their new teacher. Swimming days will stay the same so if your child usually swims on a Monday they still 
will be.  

 
Teachers for new school year –  
Reception – Miss Light 
Year 1 – Miss Hammond 
Year 2 – Mrs Beers 
Year 3 – Mrs Moore 
Year 4 – Miss Medcraff 
Year 5 – Mr Stokes 
Year 6 – Mrs Wanless 
 
Enterprise Day 7th July 
On Wednesday 7th July Year Five will be hosting an enterprise day. They will be selling their wares and services 
to the staff and children at St Ives. SISA kindly provided each pair or group of children with a £5.00 investment to 
be paid back and profits will be set against the cost of their ‘Forces’ trip. Each class will have an opportunity to 
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Article of the Month 38 Protection in War  
Children have the right to be protected during war. No child under 15 can join the army or take part in 
war. 
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visit the businesses. If your child would like to bring in spare change (up to £4.00) to buy something that would be 
great. We definitely have some budding entrepreneurs on the horizon!   
 
 
Dogs 
Please ensure all dogs are under control and on a lead. We do have children who are very nervous and wary of 
dogs. 
 
 
Parking 
Please be reminded to park sensibly and be respectful to residents. Residents will be contacting the police with 
any parking issues or disputes. 
 
 
Swimming 
Rash vests can be worn for sun protection and warmth. Please ensure your child has a swim hat and goggles if 
that is what they normally wear. 
 
 
Swimming kits 
KS1 - Tuesdays & Thursdays 
KS2 – Mondays & Fridays 
 
 
School Gates 
 

Gate  8.40am 8.50am 9.00am 

Pedestrian   Reception  

1  Year 4 Year 1  

2  Year 3 Reception Nursery 

3  Year 5 Year 1  

4  Year 6 Year 2  

 

Gate 3.00pm 3.05pm 3.15pm 

Pedestrian  Reception  

1  Year 1 Year 4 

2 Nursery Reception Year 3 

3  Year 1  Year 5 

4  Year 2 Year 6 

 
 
Internet Safety 
With the ability for people to share their own videos, TikTok’s content can be unpredictable. The attached guide 
provides information on how TikTok actually works, why some people find it addictive, as well as some of the 
other potential risks to young people.  
 
PE Kits  
Reception - Tuesday & Friday 
Year 1  - Tuesday & Wednesday 
Year 2  - Tuesday & Friday 
Year 3  - Tuesday & Friday 
Year 4  - Tuesday & Friday 
Year 5  - Tuesday & Wednesday 
Year 6  - Tuesday & Wednesday 



 
 
 
Dates for the Diary: 
 

July 
5th - Whole school transition day 
7th - Enterprise day  
8th - SISA Swimathon  
9th - SISA Swimathon  
9th - Reception class trip 
14th - Year 5 class trip 
16th - Last day of term – 1.15pm finish. No After School Club! 

 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Mrs L Crossley 
Headteacher 
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Parents & Carers

TIKTOKTIKTOKTIKTOKTIKTOK

At National Online Safety, we believe in empowering parents, carers and trusted adults with the information to hold an informed conversation about online safety with their children, should they feel it is needed. 
This guide focuses on one app of many which we believe trusted adults should be aware of. Please visit www.nationalonlinesafety.com for further guides, hints and tips for adults.

Meet our expert

TikTok is a video-sharing social media app which lets people create, view and 
download looping 15-second clips. Typically, these are videos of users lip-syncing and 

dancing to popular songs or soundbites (often for comic purposes), enhanced with 
filters, effects and text. Designed with young people in mind, TikTok skyrocketed in 

popularity in 2019 and has featured near the top of download charts ever since.
It now has around 800 million active users worldwide.

AGE-INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT
Most videos appearing on a child’s feed are 
light-hearted and amusing. However, some 
clips have been reported for featuring drug and 
alcohol abuse, themes of suicide and self-harm, 
or young teens acting in a sexually suggestive way. 
The sheer volume of uploads is impossible to 
moderate entirely – so it is possible for a child to be 
exposed to explicit and age-inappropriate content.

EXPLICIT SONGS
TikTok primarily revolves around 
videos of users lip-syncing and 
dancing to music. Inevitably, some 
featured songs will contain explicit or suggestive 
lyrics. Given the app’s young user-base, there is a 
risk that children may view older users’ videos 
and want to imitate any explicit language or 
suggestive actions.

HAZARDOUS VISIBILITY
Connecting with others is simple on TikTok – 
including commenting on and reacting to 
users’ videos, following their profile and 
downloading their content. The majority of 
these interactions are harmless, but – because 
of its abundance of teen users – TikTok has 
experienced problems with predators 
contacting young people.

ADDICTIVE NATURE

SOURCES: www.tiktok.com

TIKTOK FAME

Like all social media, TikTok is designed to be 
addictive. It can be hugely entertaining – but that 
also makes it hard to put down. As well as the 
punchy nature of the short video format, the 
app’s ability to keep you intrigued about 
what’s coming next mean it’s easy for a 
5-minute visit to turn into a 45-minute stay.

IN-APP PURCHASES
There’s an in-app option to purchase ‘TikTok coins’, 
which are then converted into digital rewards for 
sending to content creators that a user likes. Prices 
range from 99p to an eye-watering £99 bundle. 
Buying coins is now restricted to over-18s – but 
TikTok doesn’t require users to verify their age on 
sign up, so a young person could easily access this 
feature if they were determined to.

The app has created its own celebrities: 
Charli D'Amelio and Lil Nas X, for 
example, were catapulted to fame by 
exposure on TikTok – leading to many 
more teens attempting to go viral and 
become “TikTok famous”. While most 
aspiring stars hoping to be ‘the next big 
thing’ will find it difficult, setbacks may 
in turn prompt them to go to even more 
drastic lengths to get noticed.

MAINTAIN PRIVACY SETTINGSTALK ABOUT ONLINE CONTENT
In early 2021, TikTok changed the default setting for all 
under 16s’ accounts to ‘private’. Keeping it that way is 
the safest solution: it means only users who your child 
approves can watch their videos. The ‘Stitch’ (which 
lets users splice clips from other people's videos into 
their own) and ‘Duet’ (where you build on another 
user's content by recording your own video alongside 
               their original) features are now only available to 
               over 16s. This might clash with your child’s 
               ambitions of social media stardom, but it will 
             fortify their account against predators.

Assuming your child is above TikTok’s age limit, talk 
to them about what they’ve viewed on the app. Ask 
their opinion on what’s appropriate and what isn’t. 
Explain why they shouldn’t give out personal details 
or upload videos which reveal information like their 
                              school or home address. In the long 
                                run, teaching them to think critically 
                                about what they see on TikTok could 
                               help them to become social-media 
                             savvy.

LEARN ABOUT REPORTING 
AND BLOCKING 

ENABLE FAMILY SAFETY MODE

With the correct privacy settings applied, TikTok is a 
relatively safe space. However, in case something 
does slip through, make sure your child knows how 
to recognise and report inappropriate content and 
get them to come to you about anything upsetting 
that they’ve seen. TikTok allows users to report 
anyone breaching its guidelines, while you can also 
block individual users through their profile.

‘Family Safety Mode’ lets parents and carers link 
their own TikTok account to their child’s. Through 
your mobile, you can control your child’s safety 
settings remotely – including limiting screen time, 
managing their ability to exchange messages (and 
with whom) and blocking a lot of age-inappropriate 
content. Tiktok refreshed its Safety Cantre in May 
2021, providing new resources for parents and 
carers to support online safety among families. 
These resources can be found on their website.

MODERATE SCREEN TIME
As entertaining as TikTok is, you can help your child 
to manage their time on it in the ‘Digital Wellbeing’ 
section. Under ‘Screen Time Management’, you can 
limit the daily permitted time on the app (in 
increments ranging from 40 minutes to two hours). 
This preference can also be locked behind a PIN. 
That way, your child can get their regular dose of 
TikTok without wasting the whole day.

Parven Kaur is a social media expert and digital media 
consultant who is passionate about improving digital 
literacy for parents and children. She has extensive 
experience in the social media arena and is the 
founder of Kids N Clicks: a web resource that helps 
parents and children thrive in a digital world.

AGE RESTRICTION

12+
If under 18, supervision 

of a parent or legal 
guardian required.

What Parents & Carers Need to Know About

Users of this guide do so at their own discretion. No liability is entered into. Current as of the date of release: 20.05.2021

www.nationalonlinesafety.com                  @natonlinesafety                  /NationalOnlineSafety                  @nationalonlinesafety

USE RESTRICTED MODE
In the app’s ‘Digital Wellbeing’ section, you can filter 
out inappropriate content (specific content creators 
or hashtags, for instance) using ‘Restricted Mode’. 
This can then be locked with a PIN. You should note, 
though, that the algorithm moderating content isn’t 
totally dependable – so it’s wise to stay aware of 
what your child is watching.


